
Gameplay First

Just build an amazing  
game instead of getting 

distracted by infrastructure. 
Momento takes care of 

operational maintenance  
and infrastructure details  

so you don’t have to.

Power immersive player 
experiences at any scale.

Momento Cache
Automatically adapt to absorb traffic spikes of 1M+ 
requests per second, manage hot keys, maintain 
optimal cache hit rates, and reduce latencies.

Momento Vector Index
Run vector similarity searches in real time 
without algorithm complexities or infrastructure 
setup. Effortlessly power in-game 
recommender systems and other use cases.

Momento Topics
Keep your game running smoothly and your 
players in sync with fast communication 
powered by our serverless event bus.

Momento gives players the responsive real-time functionality and lag-free experience  
that make them love your game—all while boosting developer productivity.

GAMING

Drive Competition

Stoke the competitive 
flame with purpose-built 

leaderboard APIs and  
real-time notifications that 
keep your rankings fresh, 

even with millions of users.

Increase Player 
Engagement

Improve player retention 
and immersion with real-
time chat and seamless 

state messaging between 
clients, powered by 
Momento Topics.
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Learn more about Momento for gaming at gomomento.co/gaming.
Or send a message to gaming@momentohq.com.

Momento Leaderboards
Handle tens of millions of items and rapid 
ingestion, querying, and updates with our 
serverless leaderboard service.

Fuel 
Viral Growth

Momento handles millions 
of requests per second out 
of the box with zero tuning. 
Playerbase growth should 

cause celebration, not 
headaches!

https://gomomento.co/gaming


Energize real-time interactions

Make cross-platform effortless

• Momento Cache enabled them to scale to handle the volume of connections from 
Lambda functions—previously impossible.

• Integrated Momento in just three weeks, making their architecture fully serverless.
• By replacing ElastiCache Redis, Momento Cache reduced the total cost of 

ownership for their in-game chat service by more than 30%.

ZigZaGame improves scalability and stability 
for their in-game chat

gomomento.co/gaming

Momento is also trusted by

Meet player demand for cross-platform flexibility with integrations and SDKs that access the same resources 
from any screen or device—no compromise on player experience required.
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Customer Spotlight

AND MORE

Leaderboards
Track and rapidly 
update player  
rankings automatically.

In-Game Chat
Push messages in real time, 
automate moderation, and 
record them in chat history.

Inventory Caching
Manage item drops and 
grabs like a pro. Cache 
inventories for instant 
and scalable access.

Session Stores
Save user settings 
for a single gaming 
session that expire 
automatically.

Real-Time Events
Keep players in sync with 
an event bus that connects 
across your entire stack.

With just a few lines of code, you can build chat with automatic moderation and translation 
that scales to millions of users. Check out the demo at gomomento.co/chat.

Rate Limiting
Build player throttling for 
hackers and spammers.

DEMO

https://gomomento.co/gaming
https://gomomento.co/chat
https://gomomento.co/chat

